Abstract-Mobile displays have been recognized as the major contributors to the energy consumption of contemporary mobile video services. Existing display energy reduction (DER) algorithms focus on local video/image processing by utilizing the computation resources on the mobile devices. As such, a per-device DER strategy is highly inefficient from the systematic perspective since the same computation is repeated among millions of individual mobile devices. In this new era of cloud-based video streaming, a natural question to ask is can ubiquitous cloud resources be exploited to overcome these drawbacks. It is based on this motivation that we design a paradigm-shifting strategy to integrate the display energy saving engine into cloud-based video streaming in order to simultaneously benefit massive mobile devices with a one-time video processing in the cloud. By taking full advantage of the computational and storage resources in the cloud, a family of Rate-Distortion-Display Energy (R-D-DE) profiles can be created for a given video source and for different types of mobile devices. The preliminary experimental results with OLED displays prove that we can achieve the desired DER performance through jointly managing the display energy and user experience by implementing the proposed R-D-DE integrated video encoding engine in the cloud.
INTRODUCTION
T HE past two decades have witnessed the blooming of wireless communication technologies and the increasing demand for ubiquitous multimedia access. A recent study shows that mobile video contents already consume at least 55% of the total wireless network data traffic by the end of 2015 [1] . Therefore, video-rich mobile communication has become the major driving force for the global communication and mobile industry.
However, it is challenging to manage multimedia big data in mobile communication networks. The current adaptive video streaming technology needs to generate and store multiple representations for each video content in order to meet various user-customized demands (e.g. different bitrates, different formats, and different types of mobile devices to access video sources). These large volumns of video data request extensive video processing and massive video data storage in the media server of the current video streaming systems.
Meanwhile, the management of mobile video communication becomes even more crucial when considering the increasing demand of "green" mobile communications. A Manuscript received Feb. 20, 2016 ; revised Aug. 23, 2016 and Nov. 1, 2016; accepted Nov. 10, 2016. recent study illustrates that the longest battery life of top smartphones in the market only lasts for about 10 hours [2] with continuous video streaming applications. It has been well demonstrated that the mobile display, as an ultimate interface between mobile users and video contents, accounts for a very significant percentage of total energy consumption of mobile devices [3] . Although various mobile display energy reduction (DER) algorithms [4] have been developed, most of them are designed as a postprocessing mechanism that is executed on each mobile device. Upon receiving the video stream, the existing mobile DER approaches carry out local pixel-by-pixel processing at each mobile device and the same computation needs to be repeated for millions of individual mobile devices of the same type. Such repeated computation on a per-device basis is absolutely inefficient from the overall systematic perspective.
Fortunately, the emergence of cloud computing and storage platforms [5] - [7] in recent years provides a golden opportunity to design the next generation mobile video streaming systems. The virtualization of computation and storage resources in the cloud offers a fundamentally different design space for preparing video streams to be delivered to millions of mobile users. In particular, it is now possible to shift large scale video processing tasks to the cloud since only the resource-abundant cloud can afford the intensive processing and storage resources during the video stream preparation process.
It is based on this principle that we proposea novel cloud-based video streaming infrastructure in this research by integrating mobile display energy saving into video encoding process. To accomplish the desired shift of per-device video processing to cloud servers, it is necessary to embed DER parameters extracted from video contents into encoded video streams for delivery. A mobile video user is expected to receive a video stream compatible with his or her own mobile device for energy saving viewing. Once successfully implemented, this paradigm-shifting scheme will be able to release individual mobile device from extensive DER computation.
In contrast to conventional video streaming systems that adopt the classical Rate-Distortion (R-D) principle to optimize the bandwidth efficiency and video quality, this new scheme needs to consider an additional measure in display energy saving when generating the video streams. For each type of mobile devices, a Rate-Distortion-Display Energy (R-D-DE) curve needs to be created. Therefore, for a class of mobile devices, this new framework creates a family of R-D-DE profiles for any given video content. In addition to the R-D characteristics of a given video, each family of R-D-DE profiles contains a set of common DER parameters for a class of mobile devices in order to support various energy saving requests of mobile users under different network conditions. The proposed framework can be considered as a paradigm-shifting design such that, once successfully implemented, it will be able to replace the massive per-device DER computation with a one-time global video processing in the cloud.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will present the proposed cloud-based DERaware video streaming infrastructure in detail. In particular, we will explain how the proposed framework can exploit the opportunity of the cloud and accomplish DER in the cloud. In Section 3, we will introduce the fundamentals of VS-based DER strategy for Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) displays. We also present the related work of VSbased DER algorithms in this section. In Section 4, we will describe the proposed cloud-based video encoding engine in detail. In particular, we provide an example of R-D-DE profiles with comparison to the classic R-D principle for the readers to better understand this new concept. Experimental results will be illustrated in Section 5. In particular, we will present a family of R-D curves under different display energy reduction demands (i.e. R-D-DE profiles) for different video contents. Finally, Section 6 will conclude this paper with a summary and some discussions on potential applications.
OPPORTUNITY TO ACHIEVE DER FROM THE CLOUD: THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will present the design and contributions of the proposed cloud-based DER-aware video streaming infrastructure with comparison to the current practice.
The Current Mobile DER Strategy and Practice
As indicated earlier, the current mobile DER strategy is to execute a proper video processing on mobile device to extract desired DER parameters. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates a typical framework of the current mobile video streaming systems (e.g. the state-of-the-art dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP system [8] ). In the video preparation stage, the media server generates and stores a variety of video streams with different bit-rates for a given original video content. Then these video representations are properly selected to support the adaptive bit-rate video streaming based on mobile users' network conditions (e.g. low bitrate video streams for users with low bandwidth).
The current mobile DER mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1  (a) , can be considered as a post-processing strategy applied to mobile devices after video streams have been received and decoded. In this research, we will focus on OLED 1 displays with Voltage Scaling-based (VS) DER mechanism 1. OLED [9] , [10] has emerged as the new generation of display technique for mobile devices. With the help of self-illuminating organic light emission materials, OLED panels are able to provide higher brightness and hence more power efficient than the conventional Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) (which is not self-illuminating and requires a high intensity backlight).
which reduces the mobile display energy by decreasing the supply voltage of OLED panels −see Section 3.1 for more details. The current OLED DER mechanism has already been adopted by some smartphones in the market. For example, the Samsung Galaxy S4, S5 and S6 have been equipped with the display power saving strategy of "automatic brightness" which allows the mobile device to select the brightness levels based on the remaining battery life.
In contrast to the conventional VS-based DER mechanism which dims the luminance of the entire mobile display at a given supply voltage, the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) algorithms [11] - [14] have been developed aiming at discovering a proper voltage for a specific video frame or several voltages for different regions of the video frame by analyzing the video content. In order to further improve the visual quality of DVS-based algorithm, DER compensation algorithms [4] , [15] - [18] were proposed by carrying out pixel-by-pixel color remapping to compensate for the luminance reduction induced by VS. However, all of these algorithms need sophisticated local computations which generally require video frame statistics and delicate mapping parameters. Such per-device DER strategies lead to two fundamental drawbacks:
1) It is highly energy-inefficient from the global video service perspective. The same computation for displayenergy-saving oriented media processing needs to be repeated by thousands or millions of mobile devices that receive the same video stream.
2) Potential display power saving can only be achieved at the expense of additional media processing on mobile devices when DER algorithms are applied. No DER should be applied when the display energy saving is less than the energy used for video processing.
The Proposed Framework
The ubiquitous cloud resources provide a completely new design space to overcome the drawbacks of the current DER mechanism. We will show that it is now possible to shift the current per-device computation into cloud servers for global scale display energy saving oriented processing. This is because only the resource-abundant cloud can afford processing and storage resources for this video big data processing (not normally found in the conventional video coding framework) during the proposed large scale video stream preparation process (many more R-D families rather than just one single R-D family). This novel framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) .
Comparing Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b) , we can observe that the video encoding and processing in the proposed framework will generate m families of video streams with different bitrates for m DER levels. This is in strong contrast to the current video streaming systems where only one family of video streams are created with different bitrates. For example, let us assume that each raw video sequence will be encoded into n bit-rate levels to adapt to network variations, and m power levels are allowed at mobile devices for energy adaptation. For the current video streaming scheme, n video streams will be generated in the streaming server, leaving DER-related computations at each mobile device. In contrast, the proposed framework will generate n × m video streams with DER parameters embedded in each video stream. Fortunately, these streams can be prepared effectively in parallel with the virtualized computing and storage in the cloud. In addition, all DER-related video processing can be achieved via the proposed video encoding engine (see Section 4.1 for details) in the cloud.
Comparing to the current practice, cloud storage servers in the proposed framework are expected to store many more additional video streams for the same video content to accommodate different bit-rates under different DER strategies. Fortunately, this large storage requirement of the proposed framework can be quite easily accommodated by the abundant storage resources in the cloud. Novel video caching schemes [19] can be directly adopted in the cloud to improve the storage efficiency.
By shifting the per-device local DER computation to the global video encoding process in the cloud, the conventional video encoder governed by the classic R-D principle can now be effectively replaced by the proposed video encoding engine that is able to create a family of R-D-DE profiles to characterize the intrinsic relations among video encoding bitrates, video quality, and mobile display energy. For each type of mobile devices, the proposed encoding engine applies a device-specific DER strategy and generates DER-related parameters based on the corresponding DERoriented computation in the cloud.
Notice that these extensive video processing (i.e. R-D-DE profiling and DER-aware video encoding) in the proposed framework can be efficiently carried out in the cloud. Some existing cloud computing solutions can be adopted directly to achieve real-time video processing, e.g. the "split & merge" architecture [20] , [21] (which can achieve distributed and parallel video processing), the MapReducebased clusters [22] , [23] (which significantly accelerate the video processing time in the cloud), adaptive transcoding schemes [24] , [25] (developed for live video streaming), rendering techniques [26] (developed for cloud mobile gaming services), etc.
In the proposed video streaming framework, when a mobile user starts to request a video sequence, based on his/her bitrate and DER request, the video streaming server in the cloud prepares (or selects) an appropriate video stream with embedded DER-related parameters, and delivers it to the individual mobile device. The mobile device only needs to extract the DER parameters from the video stream and apply the pre-designed DER strategy when displaying the video. This new cloud-based framework is able to overcome the shortcomings of the existing DER schemes and achieve the desired global benefits in energy saving.
The key contributions of the proposed framework can be summarized into the following three aspects:
1) The proposed framework is able to accomplish the shift of local DER analysis to the cloud. For a specific class of mobile devices, the massive repeated local computations can be replaced by a one-time global video processing in the cloud.
2) Such a cloud-centric video processing technology establishes a paradigm-shifting design principle applicable to a new class of energy-aware mobile video services for contemporary mobile-pervasive video-rich applications.
3) The R-D-DE profiling in the proposed framework is capable of exploiting the intrinsic relationship among bit rate, distortion, and display energy reduction which provides a theoretical basis for integrating display awareness into video encoding. Such a profiling is fully in compliance with the recent Green MPEG standardization initiative [27] , [28] to achieve broader application potentials.
FUNDAMENTALS OF VS-BASED DER STRATEGY FOR OLED DISPLAYS
To design an effective DER strategy, it is important to understand the fundamentals of OLED displays. From the circuit perspective, OLED panels can be divided into two categories: passive OLED matrix (PMOLED) (in Lenovo S-800) and active OLED matrix (AMOLED) (in Apple iWatch, Samsung Galaxy series, and Motorola Moto X series [29] ). Recently, a VS-friendly AMOLED (VSF-AMOLED) driver was proposed in [4] which can be considered as a DERoriented modification to the conventional AMOLED driver. The typical circuit structures of PMOLED, AMOLED and VSF-AMOLED drivers can be found in [9] and [4] , respectively. In this section, we will focus on answering the two following questions for VS-based DER in OLED displays.
(1) How to manage the DER of OLED displays via VS?
The power consumption of PMOLED and AMOLED cells can be calculated via Eqns. (1) and (2), respectively [14] ,
(1)
where I cell denotes the cell current; I cell denotes the average value of I cell ; t on and t of f are the switch turn on and off durations in a pulse width modulation (PWM) period of PMOLED; V DD denotes the supply voltage; V f is a constant that denotes the forward bias voltage of the diode. From Eqns. (1) and (2), we can observe that not only the DER of OLED displays can be achieved by scaling down the supply voltage V DD but also governed by the cell current I cell . The DER of OLED displays has the following properties:
1) The luminance dimming occurs in OLED displays when the supply voltage scales down from the full power.
2) The luminance reduction is not always linear (sometimes nonlinear) with the decrease of the supply voltage.
3) The luminance degradation varies with respect to different types of OLED panels.
Since the cell current is proportional to the luminance of an OLED cell, it is apparent that the cell current decreases (but not linearly) with the decrease of the supply voltage. In addition, different OLED panels have different cell current decrease for a fixed reduction of the supply voltage. Let us recall Eqns. (1)- (2) . We can then conclude the following:
1) The energy reduction of OLED displays can be achieved by supply voltage scaling. However, it is not always linear (may be nonlinear) with respect to the decrease of the supply voltage.
2) OLED displays with different driver circuit have different power reduction behavior for a given scaled supply voltage.
(2) Why the VS-based DER would induce luminance distortion to media contents on the display?
No matter which type of driver circuit is adopted, the luminance of an OLED cell is always determined by the cell current (i.e. I cell for PMOLED and I cell for AMOLED) which is controllable by toning the cell voltage. In addition, the cell voltage can be adjusted by scaling the supply voltage V DD . As a result, we can conclude that the luminance of an OLED cell can be managed by the VS [12] - [14] . However, the decrease of supply voltage may cause the cell current to become too low to maintain the requested luminance. Under this circumstance, the video/image distortion will occur. We should also point out that the luminance distortion is an inevitable shortcoming of the conventional VS-based DER strategy. The more energy saving is desired, the larger distortion may be introduced into the display of media content.
Related Work in VS-based DER Strategy
Based on the above fundamentals, several VS-based DER approaches have been proposed. In [14] , a dynamic voltage scaling based DER approach was presented for PMOLED display. The power saving was achieved by reducing the supply voltage while maintaining the cell current through delicate PWM on-off period tuning. The authors also pointed out that image distortion occurs for some high luminance pixels when the PWM tuning cannot compensate for the decrease of cell current caused by the VS. In [4] , a dynamic voltage scaling friendly (VSF) AMOLED driver was presented. This new driver is designed especially for VS-based DER and therefore provides performance gains over the conventional AMOLED driver. A fine-grained dynamic VS mechanism is developed in [4] where the entire OLED panel is partitioned into multiple display areas, and the voltage of each area is adaptively adjusted based on the media content. In [30] , a dynamic backlight scaling strategy was proposed for LCD displays. This scheme first analyzes the requested video stream in the cloud and transmits a document along with the video stream to provide a smart guidance to backlight adaptation at the mobile device. In [31] , RnB architecture, a rate and brightness adaptation framework, was proposed to achieve DER-aware mobile video streaming. This work enriched the current HTTP adatpive streaming architecture with rate-distortion-energy tradeoffs for LCD displays. In [17] , the authors studied the power consumption difference among pixel colors (smaller energy consumption for darker colors) and proposed a DER-aware user interface. However, these interfaces were generally GUI based mobile themes or templates by simply changing the bright colors into dark ones which cannot be applied to natural images/videos.
We should point out that all existing VS-based DER strategies for OLED displays have been developed using local computing resources to carry out on-the-fly media processing to possibly reduce display energy consumption. More importantly, per-device DER design can only be considered as the post-processing of video streams received at the mobile devices. It is desired to develop a proactive DER strategy at the video source side in order to achieve the best possible tradeoff among rate, distortion, and display energy instead of dealing with fixed coding rate for received video. Based on this paradigm shifting strategy, we are able to move the per-device computation into display-energyreduction oriented video encoding and processing in the cloud through exploiting the R-D-DE characteristics of the video streams.
We should also point out that the proposed R-D-DE profile is fundamentally different from the Power-R-D study [32] , [33] which expands R-D curves to Power-R-D by including the processing energy consumption of the video encoding process. In the proposed framework, R-D-DE analysis is mainly governed by the pixel brightness which is the output of the encoding process instead of the encoding process itself. It is the different pixel brightness in each video frame that consumes different display energy in mobile devices. This is because the pixel brightness is controlled by the luminance of the OLED cell which is in turn determined by the OLED cell current.
Most recently, MPEG initiated the Green Metadata Standard for energy-efficient video consumption (also known as Green MPEG) [27] , [28] . This standard proposed to multiplex or encapsulate energy-related metadata into video streams in order to allow the video consumers to use energy-related metadata to reduce power consumption in video encoding, decoding and display. However, the current Green MPEG standard has been focused on the power reduction of LCD display via proper adjustment of the backlight intensity. For OLED displays, it only states that the DER can be achieved via supply voltage scaling without detailed elaboration. Therefore, the proposed DER framework for OLED will offer new dimension of insights that is complementary to the current Green MPEG standardization initiative. This new framework takes an additional step beyond the current Green MPEG initiative by characterizing the complex power consumption behavior of OLED displays which is vastly different from that of LCD displays.
R-D-DE CHARACTERIZATION AND PROFILING
To shift the per-device computation of DER parameters to the cloud, the proposed video encoding engine will need to generate a family of R-D-DE curves instead of a single R-D curve for each class of mobile devices. Several families of such curves constitute the R-D-DE profiles for a given video content to be accessed by various mobile devices. In this section, we will present the details on how to generate such R-D-DE profiles by integrating the mobile DER into video encoding process in the cloud.
The Proposed Video Encoder
The framework of the proposed video encoding engine is shown in Fig. 2 . This engine consists of two major components: the DER-aware video encoding and the R-D-DE profiling. Comparing with the conventional video encoder, two new modules are added: The Luminance Compensation (LC) and the VS-based luminance model. It is the introduction of these two new modules that enables the proposed video encoding engine to generate a family of R-D-DE profiles and accomplish the desired shifting of perdevice computation to the cloud-based global computation for systematically massive display energy saving. When encoding a given video for any class of mobile devices, e.g. mobile devices with PMOLED, AMOLED or VSF-AMOLED displays, the proposed encoding engine will first prepare the video encoding parameters for the raw video sequence based only on the possible bitrates requested by the mobile users which are usually represented by the quantization parameters. This process is the same as the conventional video encoding. Then, to accommodate the desired voltage scaling for display energy saving, a proactive LC algorithm is designed aiming at reducing the distortion in luminance degradation caused by the VS of mobile display. The luminance compensation is accomplished by "mapping up" the luminance value of the raw video data based on the requested DER voltage level. The luminance compensated raw video sequences are then encoded with the DER related parameters embedded in the bitstreams. We expect, at the mobile device end, that the embedded DER related parameters are first extracted from the bitstreams and directly applied to VS-based DER on mobile device. This way, the proposed framework is able to release individual mobile devices from the repeated local media processing and computation as required in the existing DER approach to estimate related parameters.
During the profiling in the cloud, the VS-based luminance model is also applied to the intermediate results of video encoding or the reconstructed video frames, in order to mimic the video contents displayed on the mobile device after VS-based DER is executed at the mobile user end. By comparing the original video content with the mimicked displayed video content, we can obtain the quality levels of this DER-driven video encoding at the requested bitrate.
A complete R-D-DE profiling process will be accomplished after all possible bitrates and all possible voltage scaling levels are considered and used to generate the entire family of curves. Such family of R-D-DE profiles is illustrated in Fig. 3 (b) in which the blue curves show the VSbased DER without the LC algorithm while the red curves show the VS-based DER with the LC algorithm. Detailed explanation of these curves is given in the next section.
Explanation of R-D-DE Profiling Curves
In this section, we intend to explain in detail the proposed R-D-DE profiles in comparison with the classical R-D curves as illustrated in Fig. 3 . It is well-known that the classical R-D theory is fundamental to modern video compression and the current video streaming infrastructure. Video streams of different bitrates are delivered to different mobile users based on their network conditions. The higher the encoding bitrate results in a better the video quality. This phenomenon is demonstrated clearly via the video snapshots in Fig. 3 (a) . Since VS-based DER mechanism introduces an additional distortions to the encoded video, the original R-D curve will move down indicating that extra degradation will be introduced at the mobile device. The more energy saving is intended, the worse the video quality will be on the mobile display. Such a phenomenon is illustrated with the blue curves in Fig. 3 (b), each corresponding to different level of voltage scaling. We should point out that the "distortion" induced by the VS-based DER is different from the video artifacts caused by video compression or missing packages in video delivery process. In this paper, we consider the luminance reduction of mobile displays as an additional "distortion" injected into the encoded video streams. For example, we can observe from Fig. 3 that the snapshot 3 is only darker globally than the snapshot 1, although the quality of the former is much lower than the latter in the R-D-DE profiles.
Notice that the existing VS-based DER is carried out at mobile devices and completely separated from video encoding/decoding process. Such DER needs to compute the video statistics after the video has been decoded. Hence, the blue curves in Fig. 3 (b) can still be obtained by cascading the computation of encoding distortion from the classical R-D curve and the computation of an additional "luminance distortion" caused by the VS-based DER strategy. However, this simple cascading of two separate process is unable to reveal the intrinsic relations among bitrate, video quality and mobile energy saving.
In the proposed video encoding engine, the original raw video data is first mapped up by the LC module and pushed into encoding process. As a result, the DER mechanism has been seamlessly integrated into the video encoding process. Therefore, such an R-D-DE profiling in the cloud is able to provide a design guidance to the DER-aware video encoding and streaming for mobile video applications.
Since the proactive LC algorithm is adopted in the proposed video encoder in the cloud, this color remapping strategy can effectively reduce the distortion induced by the VS. This phenomenon is illustrated as the red curves in Fig. 3 (b) . We show that the red curves have higher quality then the corresponding blue ones. This illustrative conclusion is verified by comparing the snapshots of 5 & 6 with the snapshots of 3 & 4 in Fig. 3 (b) . The former ones are apparently "brighter" (with less distortion when comparing to snapshots of 1 & 2) than the latter ones.
VS-based Luminance Model
As indicated earlier, one of the key components of the proposed new video encoding engine is the VS-based luminance model that mimics the luminance behavior of OLED displays after applying VS-based DER mechanism. In layman's terms, this model demonstrates the mapping between "before" and "after" pixel luminance values of the video frames after applying VS on the mobile device.
In [4] and [14] , Shin and Chen et al. measured the luminance of PMOLED, AMOLED, and VSF-AMOLED display panels under different voltage levels and demonstrated the relationship between the measured display luminance (in cd/mm 2 ) and the gray level (%) of an image (ref. Fig. 7 in [14] and Fig. 4 in [4] ). According to [14] , no voltage scaling distortion is introduced into the displayed content when operating at a supply voltage of 15V. It is also demonstrated in [14] that the distortion occurs when the supply voltage scales down from 15V. Therefore, we assume that the maximum supply voltage is 15V. In this case, the original luminance value is equal to the distorted luminance value with a voltage of 15V (the "diagonal" lines in Fig. 4) . Then in order to characterize the relationship between the measured display luminance (in cd/mm 2 ) and the gray level (%) of an image, we apply curve fitting and linear interpolation to obtain the scaled luminance values. The original axis will need to be scaled into the range of [0, 255] in proportion, and the final relationship between the original pixel luminance value and the distorted pixel luminance value under various voltage levels is obtained. We named this new model as the "VS-based luminance model" in this research.
Based on this new model, the voltage levels can be adjusted in the range of 10∼15V. For any given pixel luminance value x and the supply voltage level V DD , the expected display luminance value (y * ) can be calculated through Eqns. (3)- (6) for different display panels. 
where I(·) represents the nearest integer of a real number. Fig. 4 shows an illustration of the VS-based luminance model. We can observe that the scaling distortion occurs when the pixel value is larger than 71 (and 122) with a voltage level less than 15V in PMOLED (and VSF-AMOLED). For the conventional AMOLED displays, the scaling distortion occurs whenever the voltage level is below 15V.
LC Module
The core innovation of the proposed R-D-DE profiling scheme is the LC module that implements the proactive distortion compensation strategy. This novel LC module has been derived from the VS-based luminance model in the previous section. From Fig. 4 (b) , we can see that the OLED display attains the same distorted luminance value (i.e. 100) when the original luminance value is 100, 119, 145 and 185 for different values of V DD in 15V, 13V, 12V and 10V, respectively. As a result, we can conclude that when V DD is reduced to 10V, no scaling distortion will occur if we pre-compensate the original luminance value from 100 to 185. Based on such analysis and findings, we propose a luminance compensation algorithm to proactively restore the distorted luminance value when the voltage level is to be scaled. For a given pixel luminance value x and a supply voltage level V DD , the compensated luminance value (z * ) can be calculated through Eqns. (7)- (10) . We should point out that z * is actually the inverse function of y with a maximal value constraint (i.e. 255). 2) AMOLED driver
1) PMOLED driver
3) VSF-AMOLED driver 
Fig . 5 shows an illustration of the proposed proactive luminance compensation algorithm. The pre-saturation range of the curves indicates that the proposed algorithm is unable to compensate the distorted luminance values in the range outside its maximum value. 
Compatibility to the Current Video Streaming
The proposed new video encoding engine that aims to shift mobile display energy saving into cloud-based video streaming can be made compatible to the current video streaming system. From Fig. 1 (b) , we can observe that the proposed framework generates and stores m families of video streams with different bitrates for m DER levels, where the video bitstreams with full power support −with a DER voltage level of "0", are also included. Therefore, this new scheme provides the compatibility needed for the current video streaming systems. In addition, the proposed video encoding engine is designed to embed the DER-related parameters to the coded bitstream. The new Green MPEG standard can facilitate the embedding of these DER-related parameters as green metadata for delivery to the mobile devices. Upon receiving a video stream at the mobile user side, the proposed video decoder (as shown in Fig. 6 ) can directly extract the embedded parameter from the green metadata field and apply the pre-designed DER level to save the mobile display energy. The only difference between the proposed video decoder and the conventional video decoder is that the former can recognize the green metadata while the latter just ignores them. Notice that there is no difference between the proposed and the conventional decoder with respect to the actual video data decoding process.
Therefore, for the mobile users without the DER mechanism, the proposed video streaming system will deliver the video streams with the DER parameter of "0". Then the video can be decoded and displayed normally without processing the embedded DER parameter. As a result, the proposed framework is fully compatible to the current video streaming infrastructure. Furthermore, since only small amount of metadata are embedded into the video bitstream, this small amount of overhead is negligible comparing with the volumetric video data transmitted in the streaming system.
SIMULATION RESULTS

R-D-DE Profiles
In this section, we report the construction of the R-D-DE profiles for different video contents and different OLED displays with VS-based display energy reduction. We include the R-D-DE performance of 5 test video sequences with a resolution of CIF ("Bus", "City", "Football", "Ice" and "Soccer") and 3 video sequences with a resolution of 4CIF (e.g. "ducks", "crowd" and "crew"). All video sequences are encoded by JM 18.5 reference software with a GoP size of 16. The maximum supply voltage of a mobile device is 15V (with a DER voltage level of 0). For DER, the supply voltage of the mobile device is scaled down to 14V, 13V, 12V, 11V, and 10V, respectively (with a DER voltage level of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively). This way, we can simply use a 3-bit DER parameter to represent different voltage levels.
The results of R-D-DE profile construction are shown in Figs. 7-8 where the red curves denote the classic R-D performance without VS at mobile devices (the baseline or upper bound of the R-D-DE curves), the black curves represent the R-D-DE profile of the conventional VS-based DER approach (without luminance compensation). The blue curves illustrate the R-D-DE performance of the proposed scheme (i.e. both DER and proactive luminance compensation implemented at video encoding).
From Figs. 7-8, we can conclude that PMOLED display has the best R-D-DE performance for the proposed DER algorithm (with compensation). Furthermore, the proposed algorithm achieves significant performance improvement compared with the conventional DER strategy (without luminance compensation). The proposed algorithm needs less bit-rate to reach a given quality (PSNR) threshold. In other words, it is able to achieve higher quality (PSNR) under a given bit-rate budget.
We also observe from Fig. 7-8 that when the scaled voltage is 13V or 14V, the R-D-DE curves of the proposed algorithm are pushed quite close to the ideal case without display energy reduction for all types of video contents. In other words, we are able to reduce the scaling distortion to a minimal level with substantial power savings by using the proposed compensation algorithm. Furthermore, for PMOLED display, the scaling distortion of "City" and "Ice" video sequences can be constrained to a minimal level for all scaling voltages as shown with the "overlapped" R-D-DE curves for these two videos. This implies that we can apply the lowest level of voltage (10V here) to the mobile devices to significantly reduce the power consumption while limiting the display distortion to a unnoticeable level for mobile users. Such compensation efficiency is achieved because of the specific luminance histograms of the video contents. These two video sequences have a large portion of "dark" luminance values which can be restored easily by the proposed novel luminance compensation module.
It is also important to note that some of the curves remain nearly flat even when the bit-rate continues to increase. These curves indicate that higher bit-rate or bandwidth does not necessarily result in a higher video quality for these R-D-DE profiles. This is quite different from the classical R-D characteristics in which bitrate increase almost always results in better video quality. Therefore, unique characteristics of the R-D-DE profile can provide a better guidance for rate control and quality management than the classical R-D curves. The display energy reduction strategy based on R-D-DE profile is able to contribute to the ultimate perception of the video content displayed on mobile devices.
Percentage of Display Power Saving
Based on Eqns.
(1) and (2), the percentage of power saving of mobile display can be expressed as: . In addition, we can obtain from Section 3 that the luminance of an OLED cell is proportional to the value of the cell current. Therefore, Eqn. (11) can also be rewritten as:
where L AV G presents the average luminance of the original video content without VS, and L ′ AV G denotes the average luminance of the displayed video content after VS. Therefore, Eqn. (12) can be utilized to present the average percentage of power saving for OLED display after VS.
In Table 1 , we show the average percentage of power saving for all tested video sequences with respect to different OLED panels, and different scaled voltages. Practical power saving may be measured via some contemporary power measurement tools. However, the display will need to be isolated from other operations of a smartphone to achieve precise energy saving measurement.
We should point out that the proposed framework can achieve virtually the same amount of power saving as perdevice based approach with respect to the mobile display of each device. For the power consumption on media processing, it is clear that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the per-device based approach by replacing millions of repeated local computation on mobile device with a one-time processing in the cloud.
Visual Results of Displayed Video
In this section, we present several visual results, i.e. snapshots of the video sequences, in order to demonstrate the following aspects of performance measure:
1) The proposed algorithm can proactively compensate the luminance distortion caused by VS, and achieve satisfactory viewing performance on mobile devices (shown in Fig. 9) .
2) For a given distortion budget at mobile device, different OLED panels can save different amount of power by using the proposed DER scheme (shown in Fig.10 ).
3) Compared to the conventional VS-based DER algorithm, the proposed scheme can provide better (brighter) viewing performance (shown in Fig. 11 ).
4) For a given DER compensation strategy (applied at the proposed encoder and the mobile device, respectively), the proposed scheme achieves comparable video quality as the per-device based mechanism (shown in Fig. 11) .
From the snapshots of the "crowd" sequence shown in Fig. 9 , we can observe that PMOLED and VSF-AMOLED can achieve better performance than AMOLED when adopting the proposed DER scheme at a given voltage level. In contrast, all OLED panels have near perfect viewing performance by using the proposed DER algorithm for the "ice" sequence. Fig. 10 demonstrates the snapshots of video contents on different types of OLED displays at a given distortion budget and bitrate requirement. In this research, we assume that the distortion budget (i.e. △PSNR) is 2 dB. From the R-D-DE profile of "crowd" sequence of AMOLED displays (shown in Fig. 8 ), we can see that the highest achievable PSNR is 38.20 dB when the supply voltage is lower than 15V (making the smallest distortion of 4.9 dB). Therefore, maximal supply voltage (15V) should be applied to this sequence for AMOLED displays in order to satisfy the distortion budget and bitrate (∼1.68Mbps) requirements. In addition, we can also observe from Fig. 10 that PMOLED displays can achieve the given distortion and bitrate requirements with lower supply voltage than AMOLED and VSF-AMOLED panels. We can conclude that, for a particular mobile user, PMOLED displays can save more energy than the other two display panels when adopting the proposed DER algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a completely new cloudbased mobile video streaming infrastructure aiming at shifting the per-device local mobile DER computation into a global video processing in the cloud servers. In particular, we presented a comprehensive R-D-DE analysis to exploit the potential of integrating DER strategy into video encoding engine implemented in the cloud. The profile construction module is able to generate a new family of R-D-DE curves to reveal the intimate relationship between bitrate, video quality, and energy saving, in order to achieve significant performance enhancement over current per-device display energy reduction algorithms.
We should point out that this cloud-based display energy aware framework can be applied to an array of contemporary mobile video applications. It can be directly applied to the current HTTP streaming infrastructure [34] - [36] for display energy saving. The only change will be to replace the HTTP server with the proposed cloud-based video encoding engine. The current research is considered as QoS based approach since PSNR is adopted to measure the video quality. We are working on extending current QoSbased R-D-DE profiling to QoE-aware DER design based on some practical QoE models that developed recently [37] - [39] . For example, the proposed framework can be further improved when the luminance levels of the mobile viewing environment are considered for the scenarios of viewing video in the dark room or under the sunlight.
Although the operational mechanisms of LCD are fundamentally different from that of OLED displays investigated in this research, the design principles for OLED can also be adopted for the power reduction of LCD displays with proper adjustments. We will study the R-D-DE profiling of LCD separately in the future research.
We should also point out that, in contrast to the conventional video streaming system, the proposed framework stores additional large number of distinct video streams for the same video content to accommodate different bit-rates under different DER strategies. Although this large storage requirement is completely affordable to the cloud, the independent storage of all bitstreams still leads to a significant storage overhead. Therefore, video content deduplication and caching designs can be carefully designed to improve the cloud storage efficiency of the proposed framework (please refer to [40] - [41] for the summary and comparison among existing approaches in these two techniques, respectively). We address this challenge in a separate research project.
In summary, the proposed cloud-based framework, together with the developed R-D-DE profiles, offers a brand new opportunity for the mobile users to maximally save display energy of the mobile device in this cloud-driven, video-rich mobile era.
